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New Developments

Chemgold II
A search within a search (for those who are
still searching)

Similarly, Mini MSDS, MSDS and Summary reports can be
printed for a select number of materials inside a store.
Although you can ﬁlter and sort this list by Haz, Non Haz,
Dang, some users who have large numbers of materials in
stores prefer the ability to select just a few materials in the
store and print only those MSDS’s.

Chemgold II now allows secondary searches to
help reﬁne large search results. For example,
if a user searches for “thinners”, a list of 866
close matches can be found. Selecting the “2nd
Search” button, typing “Wattyl” and pressing
search again, will pick out just the Wattyl

New Look Setup Screen with more options

thinners from that list. What-l-you-know

As you are aware, the Chemwatch program can be
customised to suit speciﬁc user requirements. Selecting the
“Setup” button from the toolbar will now display a new set
of options headed by four tabs:

Store Speciﬁc Manifest Reporting
The Manifest, Conﬂicts Report (Incompatibility
Report) and the Posters Report can now be
printed for speciﬁcally selected stores. When
the user selects the Reports button, checkboxes
appear beside each store. Keep your eye on the
Reports button as the options are continually
growing.

The DOCUMENT SETTINGS tab allows the user to change the
MSDS Format according to Country standards. All MSDS
reports can be viewed in the US, European, GHS, Indian,
Malaysian, Chinese, Japanese, Australian and New Zealand
formats, and in a variety of languages including a range of
Asian and European languages.

Dear Chemwatch user, please
ﬁnd enclosed the newest release
of the Chemwatch Package
CD 2006/1

Chemwatch

The MSDS level (Simple, Technical, Editorial) and scale
(Domestic, Laboratory, Industrial) can also be changed
depending on the environment and scale the materials are
used in.

The program can display up to two logos at the top of
reports. One of these is our logo but users can add their
own Company Logo too. Adjustments can be made to the
size it appears on reports as well as its position. Contact
Chemwatch for more information on uploading your
company logo onto the Chemwatch database.

Risk Assessment Expiry Report
Risk Assessments need to be reviewed every 5 years or when
the MSDS for a material has been updated. Selecting the
Expiry report from the Risk Assessment screen will produce
the following report:

Saving MSDS
The MSDS can now be saved as a Word Document, HTML ﬁle
and XML ﬁle. Select either of these options from the “Save
As” drop down box.
As well as saving, the format, language, level and scale for
the MSDS can now be altered on the ﬂy without having to go
to the Setup screen.

The MSDS CUSTOMISATION tab provides more options for
altering the format and appearance of the MSDS. Single
or Double Column MSDS formats can be selected. MSDS
report layouts and colour schemes can also be selected and
modiﬁed. Users can also choose which countries’ Regulatory
and OEL lists appear on MSDSs in the database.

The PROGRAM SETTINGS tab allows the Default Mode
(Simple or Advanced) to be altered and allows the user to
nominate a preferred supplier to appear on ALL MSDSs in
the database. The option to print “Black and White Printer
friendly” versions of the Chemwatch reports can be selected
here.

Note: There is a free PDF creator available for download,
which allows you to save any report in the program
as a “*.pdf” ﬁle. All you do is print the report as per
normal, except you select PDF creator as the printer
rather than your standard printer. This will create a PDF
ﬁle which you can save on your hard drive. Email us at
Chemwatch@Chemwatch.net for more information on how
to download, install and use this product.

Manufacturers MSDS - New Developments in
the Collection
As you already know, a list of Suppliers’ Original MSDS can
be obtained by clicking on the Supplier MSDS button or by
clicking on The Collection icon from the search hit list:

Galleria Chemica
Galleria has been in a state of constant
evolution of late. Internal search algorithms
and logical calculations have been ﬁned tuned
to make the search engine more powerful
and improve general application speed. To
add to this many of the functions have been

New Developments

Now any ﬁeld in the list can be sorted, ascending or
descending, by selecting the ﬁlter icon along side
its respective column title.
Similarly, any ﬁeld with a ﬁlter icon beside it can be
ﬁltered by any value appearing in that column. Eg.
If you are only interested in Sigma MSDS’s, select
the Filter Icon besides “Manufacturer/Supplier” column,
type “Sigma” and press OK.

Mini MSDS now has safe storage section
In general substances with like properties are best stored
together, and most importantly substances with potentially
incompatible properties ought to be segregated for storage.
On this principle the Europeans have come up with this bijou
chartlet to provide guidance on safe storage of chemicals,
which we have added to our Mini MSDS.

New Languages
New languages added to the database include Bahasa
Indonese and Hebrew User Interfaces, Hebrew, Swedish and
Norwegian Mini MSDS’s, Hebrew and Russian MSDS’s and
Hebrew and Russian CHINA Reports.

Future Developments for 2006
Chemgold III is on the horizon and it is simpler and easier
to use than ever. I don’t know how they do it, but they have
managed to pack in more features and make the system
even easier to use than it already is.

simpliﬁed in order for the user to be able to
ﬁnd data, see it, print/export or save in a few
simple steps. The addition of 3D Molecular
structures for download as MOL ﬁles, ‘uses’
section and many many more regulatory
databases from all over the world help make
Galleria a complete solution for all sorts of
chemical information.

MyGal

Tracking down an MSDS

MyGal is undergoing some major additions

Sometimes the process of searching for an MSDS is an
interesting journey! Thanks to Elaine at the Clocktower
ofﬁce for this example.

which will allow it to be used to compare
reports of chemical compliance with
ease. MyGal will allow upload of chemical
formulation to create product trees. These
can then be queried as a batch against the
colossal Galleria Chemica database. The result
is an instant report of regulatory compliance.

Our client required an MSDS for ‘Sydney sand’.
The ﬁrst step was to call back the client to obtain name
of supplier/manufacturer as this had not been provided
initially.
The ﬁrst supplier advised that they received sand from
another supplier.
When the second supplier was contacted, the owner’s
mother-in-law was minding the ofﬁce. She found three
mobile telephone numbers to choose from, but said “try this
one I think it is right”.

Reports will be able to be compared

On the ﬁrst attempt, an auto message was reached: “this
service is currently unavailable”.

electronically to provide alerts to changes in

When the second supplier was called back, the mother-inlaw/receptionist said – “Sorry, this is the right one”.

chemical regulation and could be set to run

Second attempt. Wrong number. “No, we are not sand
suppliers” stated an elderly gentleman.

at periodic intervals. Filters for country or
regional jurisdiction are available so you can
get just the information you need.
The MyGal batch loader allows for batches of
CAS no.s to interrogate the Galleria Chemica
database for information on just about
anything chemical. From regulatory data to
a 3 dimensional molecular structure ﬁles.

Another call to the mother-in-law: “I am really, really sorry.
This is the right one, it was written on a note on the fridge.”
Finally the original supplier was located, you would think
things were looking up!
The original sand supplier said “what is an msds and what
does it say?” When the situation was explained, he said
“Listen, I am not going to write anything. My product is
40,000 years old and pure. If your client doesn’t like the
sand, they can go and buy it from someone else. I don’t
care.” Of course the supplier was duly thanked for his time!
Our client was called and told that unfortunately on this
occasion we were unable to help him.
Later, another supplier was contacted and an MSDS was
put together that covered 8 different sands. Phew!!! Done.
Next?!!.

MyGal is the perfect tool for running batch
processes with the Chemwatch suite of
programs and databases.

The result is an instant report of
regulatory compliance

Out and About

New staff
Chris van Lint is a new
consultant to the Chemwatch
organisation.
Chris started working for
Bayer in Melbourne, and later
joined the parent company in Germany. Chris built up
the Bayer Asia Paciﬁc regional SHE ofﬁce in Hong Kong
in 1995. In addition to ensuring compliance with local
regulations and legislation, one of the main functions
of the ofﬁce was to engage in dialogue with government
authorities responsible for the drafting of regulations
related to chemical control. Chris founded the Regulatory
Affairs sub-group of AICM (Association of International
Chemical Manufacturers, based in Hong Kong) in 1996,
and was its Chairman until 2002. Chris represented
his company as speaker, in conferences regarding the
company’s approach to HSE, Sustainable Development,
and implementation of Responsible Care.
Linda Roberts has completed
a Bachelor of Chemical
Engineering, and a Diploma of
Occupational Hygiene, and has
partially completed a Masters of
Environmental Engineering.
Linda has worked for over ﬁfteen
years in Occupational Health
and Safety and Environment
roles in industry, research and
government organisations - including in management roles.
She worked with Chemwatch setting up the Galleria Chemica
project from its infancy, and is now returning with a focus
on Quality and Regulatory Affairs.
Linda is married with two young boys, and a dog, enjoys
walking, theatre, making traditional teddybears, cryptic
crosswords, and says she loves chocolate with a real passion!
Gaurav Gokhale has recently
joined the Chemwatch team,
and sent us this introduction:
I come from the cosmopolitan
city of Mumbai, India. I
recently ﬁnished my Masters
degree in Computer Science
from Monash University, after
obtaining my Bachelors Degree
in Computer Engineering
from Mumbai. After working at Chemwatch for a few
months, under Karl who is a software developer, I have
gained a lot of knowledge. I feel I’ve been given the job
of my dreams! Thanks to Dr Bialkower for giving me this
opportunity, and to all the staff at Chemwatch who have
been very friendly and caring - I really appreciate that!

Featured above are some photos from Chemwatch
international excursions last year.
From left to right: Claude working with one of the Atrion
counterparts, Ulli (our German rep) contemplating his
thirst, and two moments from a light hearted meeting in
Holland.

Other staff news
The annual Chemwatch Christmas
lunch was a resounding success with
our multinational team excelling with
amazing cuisine yet again. Cameron
Chen did a wonderful job as Santa’s
Elﬁn helper.
The Chemwatch Xmas Dinner was an even bigger success.
It was held in the beautiful Bentleigh Social Club, and
we managed to surprise Bernie by hiring his favourite
hillbilly band!
Nikki from our registration team, is now on maternity leave
to have her second child, a brother or sister for Indy who is
three and three quarters. Her brother Luan has joined the
team and has settled in with the rest of the Clocktower staff.
Consultant, Henk Van Peski from Holland is visiting for
two weeks from February 17.
Sourav Banerjee, from Elogix Software, and his wife
Olga arrived in February. Sourav will be working with the
Chemwatch team for a month.

Asian scene

Extending the UK network, Ian
Scufﬁns joins the Chemwatch
UK organization.

We have made some major steps forward in offering
enhanced services, as well as having a better penetration
of markets in the Asean region.

Ian has worked in the textile industry for 35 years. Initially
as a technician commissioning new textile dyeing plants,
progressing to Sales Manager and Director, representing
European and Asian dyeing and ﬁnishing machinery
manufactures. He has travelled extensively to all the
world’s major textile markets. The equipment sold included
software for dyehouse machinery control, management
systems and chemical dispensing networks.

We recently opened an ofﬁce in
Bogor, Indonesia, which is close
to Jakarta. The ofﬁce is manned by
Dimas (pictured at right). Dimas is
from the pharmaceutical industry
where he worked for Pﬁzer as an
EHS advisor. He is well qualiﬁed as
a Registered Safety Ofﬁcer, Certiﬁed
Fire Safety Ofﬁcer, Certiﬁed Safety
Auditor, Accredited Auditor for ISO
14000, and an accredited OSHAS 18000 auditor
Dimas is hard at work ﬁnishing the Bahasa Indonesian
translations needed to make the Chemgold database
available in Indonesian. The Indonesian interface is ﬁnished
and ready for release.

Ian’s base in Leeds will give him easy access to the
industrial heartland of the North of England including the
cities of Liverpool, Manchester, Leicester, Newcastle, Hull
and Shefﬁeld.

Chemwatch in Europe
Dutch Universities like the Gold.
At the meeting of the Workgroup General Safety of the IAVM
(Inter University Organisation of Labour Hygiene, Safety
and Environment), in Maasticht, Netherlands, Chemwatch
B.V. presented the Chemwatch service offering.
More than ﬁfteen Universities were present, and showed
great interest in Chemwatch products. So far ﬁve
Universities have decided to go for the Gold! The Technical
University of Delft is even considering to buy a Campus
license for their 13,000 students.
The VNCI has been discussing a central Dutch database,
containing the MSDS’s of all chemical products that are used
in the Netherlands for many years. After representatives of
the Association have attended meetings where Chemwatch
products were presented, the idea arose that Chemwatch
may be a solution provider to help them to achieve this
goal.
We have been invited to present our solutions to the
Workgroup Substance Policy on March 16th at the ofﬁces of
VNCI. Some major international players, like Akzo, DSM and
the Dutch Association of Chemical Traders and Distributors
will be present.
Sandhya Soerdien helps out Dutch ofﬁce. As
activities in the Benelux are growing the need
for a helping hand increased. Sandhya, who
is her 4th year at the Erasmus University in
Rotterdam, helps us out with getting things
organised. She organises out boots at Trade
Shows, takes care of the things that never get
done and makes (cold) calls to our suspects
and prospects. Sandhya started in January and
will work part time for us.

We obtained our ﬁrst client as a result of Dimas’s work
within days of his joining. We are proud that we now support
BDP in their Indonesian chemical distribution efforts for
clients such as Dow and Lyondell. For those who are not
familiar with BDP, they are a leading global chemical
logistics provider, with more than seventeen operations
centres in Asia, over twenty in the USA, and similar
organizations throughout the rest of the world. There is
also huge interest from all industrial segments, and we are
making many presentations to national companies, MNC
local operations as well as domestic organizations.
In Thailand we have appointed a new agent,
the organization called Thai Emergency
Response and Information Centre(TERIC).
TERIC is a regulatory consulting company and
information centre for Chemical Safety and
Emergency Response.
For contact information visit TERIC at:
www.teric.net.
Khun Phromphron from TERIC, sees the introduction
of Chemwatch to the chemical manufacturing and user
industries as a major enhancement in chemical safety.
Phromphron is also extremely active in the introduction of
GHS into Thailand, and is currently undergoing advanced
training on GHS MSDS in Japan. The Chemwatch GHS
capability is a signiﬁcant factor for his work with the
Department of Industrial Works, the banner holder of
chemical safety in Thailand.
The sales in the rest of the region are proceeding well,
and our new client base includes the Portuguese drug
manufacturer Hovione at their Macao Center, and Kimberly
Clark in Thailand, Malysia as well as Singapore. Other new
clients are in the oil and gas industry, the Bio Research
industry, as well as in global express mail services.

International Scene

News from England

Last quarter began in
memorable fashion as our
Chemwatch Emergency
Response Specialist Joe Sheehan temporarily
set down his computer, and married the
lovely Shauna McMahon, on October 29th in
Pittsﬁeld, Massachusetts. Word has it that

308 systems continues to send us new clients for Chemwatch
loaded on their rugged Tac Pac Computers. The most recent
is Dorchester County Emergency Management Agency in
Cambridge, MD.
Finally an end of the year order (last week in December!)
was much appreciated from Hoffmann LaRoche for
Chemgold II for six of their North American sites. Thanks to
Annette Bucca-Janacek for helping to arrange the order,
installation and training in such a timely fashion. We look
forward to working with you!
We hope to see you at the AIHce show in Chicago!
Jim and Paul

he was so nervous he forgot his name during

Update from North America

the wedding vows and was prompted by a
helpful priest.
Joe wasn’t quite as nervous a month later when he travelled
to Orlando, Florida to train the Orange County Sheriff’s
Department, and the chemical hazmat teams from the
six surrounding counties. Together this group purchased
Chemwatch through the help and recommendation of
Armondo (Toby) Bevelacqua, The Special Operations Chief
of the Orlando Fire Department.
Toby Bevelacqua is an author of note in the chemical
hazardous material response community. He wrote
“Emergency Medical Response to Hazardous Material
Incidents” and the “Hazardous Materials Field Guide”. Toby
uses Chemwatch for physchem properties and ‘Doctors
Advice’ while certifying hazmat medical technicians.
Paul Ruez attended the State Universities of New York
Environmental, Health and Safety Association (SEHSA)
conference in December, and was invited to give a presentation
of Chemwatch at a luncheon of EHS Managers from about 60
New York State Colleges and Universities. From the questions
and follow-up visits, it appears that our already signiﬁcant
University presence in North America will be expanded.
Earlier last quarter we again carried our booth to the Society
for Chemical Hazard Communication (SCHC). This small but
qualiﬁed conference of MSDS and label authoring specialists
meets yearly in Alexandria, VA to learn about the most
recent global regulatory changes and drivers. GHS was once
again a dominant topic for training and discussions.
During the SCHC reception we were happy to meet with
Susan Erb and Jeannette Ward from DSM Desotech. While
munching on some pretty ﬁne hors d’oeuvres we were
able to look at Chemwatch. Following a brief visit to their
Chicago area HQ we are pleased to welcome DSM Desotech
to a growing number of Chicago area users.
Also from the Chicago area we welcome Nalco Company in
Naperville, IL and Pat Sachtler of UOP Corporation in Des
Plaines, IL. We will have to arrange for a training date in
Chicago in the near future.

2006 Chemwatch Australian training
Chemwatch offers the following Accredited Training Courses:

Introduction:

RTC1701A
Follow basic chemical safety rules:
• using Chemgold II - One Full Day
• using Chemwatch Blue - One Full Day

Risk Assessment:

BSBOHS504A
Apply principles of OHS risk
management - Half Day

Courses will be held on either one of the two consecutive
dates that are listed below. Chemgold II typically falls on the
ﬁrst of the two days.
ADELAIDE
March 14 or 15

May 9 or 10

BRISBANE
March 7 or 8

May 24 or 25 Aug 22 or 23 Nov 28 or 29

MELBOURNE
March 21 or 22

May 16 or 17 Aug 1 or 2

Nov 7 or 8

SYDNEY
March 28 or 29

May 2 or 3

Nov 14 or 15

Aug 15 or 16 Nov 21 or 22

Aug 8 or 9

PERTH
Contact Chemwatch for details
TASMANIA
May 30 or May 31
CANBERRA
June 6 or 7
DARWIN
June 13 or 14

On-site group training for up to 12 participants is also available
at $680.00 per half day or $1200.00 per full day exGST. Travel
expenses, if required, will be additional.
Please contact us for more information.

